The sun was beating down on Theo's head. The poor
dog had to stay outside because Rebecca told him to. He didn't
know why he wasn't allowed in the house. He used to be able
to lay down on the nice, soft carpet in the living room, but
sometimes Rebecca makes him stay outside for a while. Theo
thought that she would like that the flowers were growing on
the carpet and not in the boring vase.
The dog panted heavily. He was not used to the heat and
desperately wanted to go inside, but he could hear the evil
sucking monster that rolled around the house every week. If he
went inside and tried to defeat it, Rebecca would make him
stay outside longer. So he decided to let the monster win this
round. Theo looked around for something to do to help him
stay cool and take his mind off of the evil monster. The flower
bed is looking nice and pretty, maybe I could help Rebecca out
with that, thought Theo. So he trotted over to the bed of violets
and lilies and took a long whiff of the sweet smelling flowers.
Then he started to dig a little hole for the flowers that were on
the carpet. Then he started to dig another hole for any nuts that
squirrels might want to put there. Then he started to dig another
hole for future bones that he might get. Then Theo decided to
make one big hole instead of 3 smaller holes to save space
because Theo was a problem solver.

The hole had started to become pretty deep, Theo could
stand in it and not be able to see out and Theo was a big dog. In
the back of his mind, Theo heard the sucking noise stop. The
evil sucking monster had left. He was so filled with joy, Theo
jumped out of the hole and ran into the house to congratulate
Rebecca on defeating the monster.
“No! Theo, no! I just vacuumed! Theo!” Rebecca yelled
as the white furred dog ran across the pristine white carpet,
leaving black tracks across it. Theo jumped on to Rebecca who
was standing at the far end of the living room. “No, this is my
favorite shirt! Theo!” Shouted Rebecca as she pushed Theo's
paws away. She pulled him outside and locked the door, then
sat down in frustration. Why couldn't he just be a good dog?
Was she being too hard on him?

Theo whimpered on the doorstep, hoping that this was a
game and Rebecca would let him back inside so they could
continue playing. After a few minutes of waiting, the door still
did not open so Theo went back to work on the hole. Boy, when
Rebecca sees how good this hole I made her is, she will
definitely want to play with me! Thought Theo as he furiously
scraped at the dirt. Suddenly, Theo stopped digging. He heard
that noise not long ago, that loud sucking noise. The evil
sucking monster was back! It never came back! Rebecca must
be in danger, the monster is stronger than her. Again, Theo
leaped out of the hole and ran to the door. I have to get inside
to save Rebecca, thought Theo. He scratched the wood with his
sharp toenails, peeling away bits of paint. I can't get in! I might
have to use my backup, thought Theo. Taking a deep breath,
Theo steadied himself and planted his feet firmly on the
concrete. He raised his head back and barked. He barked like
he had never barked before, a bark that was desperate. Once he
was done with the first round of barks, he scratched the door
while catching his breath. Then he started his second round.
BARK! BARK! BAR- the door opened mid-bark. Rebecca stood
there in different clothes with her hands on her hips. She
looked at the door that she just opened and gasped.

“Theo! How could you do this to the door?! That's it!”
Rebecca lunged towards him but Theo dodged her grasp. She's
finally playing with me! I did it! He thought. Theo ran off the
door step and to the hole. Rebecca ran after, just like he
planned. Theo wagged his tail and looked at her, waiting for
her to say, “Thanks, Theo! I love it!”. Instead, she screamed,
“Theo, my flower bed! What is wrong with you today?! Come
here!”. She lunged for him again and Theo jumped away.

He ran and jumped into the hole, trying to say that it
was much better inside it than outside it. Rebecca let out a
frustrated groan and jumped in after him. She reached for his
collar and Theo squirmed away. She reached her hand out
quickly and grabbed it before Theo could react. Just as her grip
tightened on the collar, it wasn't there anymore. They weren't in
the hole anymore. Theo couldn't see anything but he could hear
Rebecca's frantic calls, “Theo, Theo!”. They continued until
Theo regained his sight. He turned to Rebecca to see if she was
alright. He jumped away in surprise, leaping several feet in the
air and exclaiming, “Oh, my!”. Where Rebecca was standing
stood a small dog!
“Wait, did I just say “Oh, my!'” Theo asked himself.
“Hey, I just talked again! What's going on? Where is
Rebecca?” He looked down. “Why do I have human feet?
Where are my paws?” He touched his face, which was smooth.
“What is happening?”. Theo decided to check out the
surroundings to try and find a clue to what was going on. He
looked around, but all he saw where tall hills around him that
he could not see over. He tried to climb up one of the hills but
slid down because it was too steep. He couldn't grip the ground
with the weak human hands. “I could get up easily if I was still
a dog.” Theo said. Slow realization spread across his face. He

knelt down to the dog that was in Rebecca's spot. “Hey, girl. I
need you to do me a favor. I need you to climb up this hill and
see what is going on. Can you do that?” He whispered in her
ear. The dog wagged her tail and sprinted up the hill. Just as
she reached the top, the hills disappeared. Theo ran to catch the
dog before she hit the ground and made it just in time.
“Hello.” Said a high pitched voice that seemed to come
from above him. Theo looked up to see a tall, purple thing.
“Who or what are you?” Asked Theo cautiously. He moved
from underneath the thing so in case it fell, it did not fall on
him.
“I am a Sdrawkcab Ginht.” Stated the thing.

